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Downtown Toronto
is a whole different world
Charles Heller

S

Who needs a car if
everything is within
walking distance?
Stores, concerts, movies,
shuls: there’s the Kiever
and the Minsker in
their beautiful original
buildings, with signs
and inscriptions in the
distinctive downtown
Toronto Yiddish dialect
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Charles Heller is the award-winning
author of What To Listen For in Jewish
Music (www.ecanthuspress.com). He lives
in downtown Toronto.
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And talking of emergence, how about
this: every month I like to get to the
Yiddish Vinkl, which meets at the Free
Times Café on College Street. I was on
my way there recently when I bumped
into Sabrina from Shoresh Organic Farm
(I love their logo – a Magen David made
out of beetroot). Which is how I found
out about the plans to plant a vegetable
garden at the Kiever shul in memory of
shul treasurer and patriarch Max Pinkus,
who died last year at age 100 – a remarkable testimony to the benefits of healthy
eating. All we need is a break in the
weather, and we’re ready for planting.
Toronto Jews have identified with the
reawakened sense of downtown as a
desirable place to live, and the historic
Jewish downtown, which was for a time
on the verge of being abandoned, is now
being revitalized. New congregations
have sprung up, such as Rabbi Aaron
Levy’s Makom and, more recently, Rabbi
Elyse Goldstein’s City Shul.
And now the Koffler Centre of the Arts
has moved to spanking new premises at
Queen and Shaw. On opening night, as I
walked past the First Nations drummer,
I bumped into my friend Moish, who I
usually see at the Markham Street shul
sholosh sudes on Saturday afternoons.
“Nu,” he said, “isn’t it a mechayeh (a
life-enriching experience) to be down
here?!” n
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outh of St Clair Avenue is a foreign
country: they do things differently
there.
“I wouldn’t live downtown if you paid
me!” said our friend B., when we told him
we’d moved out of Bathurst Manor. “Wait
till the winter! You’ll never get out of the
lane!”
He was right. We got stuck in the unplowed snowdrifts so often that we ended up having to buy a new car that could
get us out. But the best solution was to
get rid of our second car altogether. The
traffic is terrible, you get stuck behind
streetcars, and parking is expensive – $3
just to get to the morning minyan (and
an extra $1 for time to enjoy our man
Dave’s deluxe breakfast – scrambled eggs,
pancakes, and kippers on a good day!).
Who needs a car if everything is within
walking distance? Stores, concerts,
movies, shuls: there’s the Kiever and the
Minsker in their beautiful original buildings, with signs and inscriptions in the
distinctive downtown Toronto Yiddish
dialect: Shul gebildet in 1930 (This shul
was built in 1930), Men darf du gor nisht
dreyen (Absolutely no wandering around
during the service), Avegzetsen oyf a seat
(Sit in your seat!), “We have the best
baalei tefiles” (prayer leaders).
Then there are the new communities
covering the entire religious and gender
spectrum. On the first night of Shavuot,
hundreds of people converge at the
Miles Nadel JCC for the all-night tikkun,
with learning sessions covering every
conceivable (and inconceivable) topic of
Jewish interest, organized in conjunction
with Limmud. Of course there are vegan
snacks all through the night – you can’t
be downtown without a vegan alternative. (How fondly I recall those Bathurst
Manor street parties of yore, with their
kosher hot dogs and doughnuts! A heart
attack in every bite, God forbid.)
Walking is good for you. The City of
Toronto has actually mapped out which
neighbourhoods have the fittest people –
it’s the ones downtown, where every street
has sidewalks and there is something interesting to see on the corner. By walking
around, you bump into people, and from
these unplanned interactions emerge the
ideas that make cities work. People have
written books about this, starting with the
classic Death and Life of Great American
Cities by Jane Jacobs, the patron saint of
downtown. There is even a whole subject
area about it, called “emergence”.
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